Stock Trading Strategy:
Our proprietary Bruno Oscillator identifies price support and resistance trading bands. In time, buying
stocks at support levels anticipates prices trending upward towards resistance price targets. For
example, on 3-4-21, we purchased Apple Inc. (AAPL) at $119.07 near its cyclic support. On 4/23/21
AAPL reached our upper resistance band at $133 for a price gain of 11.70%. Since 4/25/21, AAPL has
declined back down to cyclic support in the $122 price area. Comstock Resources (CRK) had a lower
trading band on 4/20/21 at a price area of $4.78. Its upper trading channel was at $6.13 which was
achieved on 5/17/21 for an increase of 28.2%. Since then, CRK has been heading back down to a
targeted support level around $5.30. Our chart patterns have identified key support and resistance
levels on all of our traded stocks.

Options Trading Strategy:
These same support and resistance levels are also used in the purchase and sale of Put and Call
options. For example, in the case of Vodafone Group (VOD $18.48), our trading band identifies the
$18.00 area as nearby support and $20.00 as nearby resistance. Currently, the $20 Call Option three
weeks out has an asking price of just 0.04 cents. Not much of a risk if this trade is wrong. However,
should the price of VOD increase over this period of time, the call option could be sold at a much higher
price. It should also be noted that most Call Option buyers, around 90% lose their risk premium money
since these calls are never exercised for profit. This means that 90% of traders that sell these call
options to them are successful in profiting the premiums that were paid. Selling Put Options can also be
lucrative as an income strategy using our support and resistance targets that will be provided within our
Action Alerts to subscribers.

Index Futures Trading Strategy:
This trading strategy uses our nearby support and resistance levels in trading various financial index
futures as in the S&P 500 (/ES) Gold (GC) Oil (/CL) etc. For example, the S&P 500 Futures Index moves
up and down at $50 per point and so a 10 point move during the day may result in a gain or loss of
$500. These indices can be traded long or short. Recently, Micro Futures have been introduced which
move at just 1/10th per point evidencing a 10-point move resulting in just $50 gain or loss per
contract. Micro indices are a great way to build confidence in trading these index futures. We provide
subscribers in this category with additional intraday support and resistance levels which can be
commonly used in day trading or scalping these indices throughout the day. We strongly suggest only
experienced traders use this category or subscribers that have already increased their confidence in our
unique research and trading channels.

